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Mission Statement
Our mission is to equip each Pre-kindergarten student with a comprehensive foundation where social, emotional, and intellectual needs are met.

Core Beliefs
Mistral CEC believes that teaching and learning are personalized t meet every student's needs.
Differentiated instruction challenges every scholar to develop and achieve om a safe environment where individuality is respected and valued.
Communication among parents, educators and the community promotes positive change in our school.
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Comprehensive Needs Assessment
Demographics
Demographics Summary

Student Demographics
As of the enrollment on July 27, 2021, 290 students will attend Mistral during the 2021-2022 school year. Mistral CEC is a diverse campus serving mainly
Hispanic students. Hispanic students represent 85.4% of the total population. The remaining student population is 8.5% African American, 3% Caucasian,
2.5% Asian, and 1% other ethnicities. Mistral offers four different programs: Bilingual Transitional (Spanish English), English as a Second Language
(ESL), Regular English, and Special Education services through Early Childhood Special Education (ECSE) decreased during the 2020-2021 school year.

Based on the enrollment for the last three years, the enrollment decreased significantly last year, most likely due to the uncertain times we experienced.
However, we expect that this 2021-2022 school year, the enrollment will increase to 300 students.

Looking into other students' data, the percentage of economically disadvantaged students is very consistent; no notable changes were identified when
comparing the last three years. However, homeless students have some differences compared to the 2018-2019 and 2020-2021 school years. For example,
the number of homeless students increased from two in 2019 to 12 in 2021, and the number of immigrant students increased from two in 2019 to 15 in
2021. On the other hand, the number of Asylees/Refugees decreased from three in 2019 to zero in 2021.

Some areas do not apply to our campus due to the grade levels we serve. For example, we do not have gifted and talented students or magnet students. In
the past three years, we have not had any students identified as 504 or with dyslexia.
Staff Demographics
Mistral CEC has 18 teachers, four teaching assistants, and two administrators. We have 14 general education teachers, one Special Education Teacher, three
Specialist/Ancillary Teachers, one hourly staff member, and four Teaching Assistants.
School Demographics
Mistral Center of Early Childhood, located in the southwest area, was erected in 2005 to alleviate the overflow services in Pre-K in the Sharpstown feeder
pattern. We currently serve 285 students from more than 25 countries. We serve mainly EL's including bilingual and ESL students.
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We have 11 classrooms dedicated to Pre-K 4. Out of the eleven classes, three classrooms serve Regular /ESL students, and eight classrooms serve bilingual
students. In addition to the classroom teachers, we partner with Head-Start, and we have six teachers that support our Pre-K3 and Pre-K4 programs. Mistral
has three enrichment teachers Physical Education, a Library/Science Teacher, and an ART/OWL Lab teacher. The teacher to students ratio is one to twentytwo at this moment. The support staff includes four teacher assistants, one hourly certified tutor, and an Instructional Specialist. The support staff to students
ratio is 1:75.
We have currently enrolled 296 students who speak 27 different languages. Disaggregated data by race shows Hispanic-Latino (78%), Asian (5%), African
American (13%) , White (3%) , two or more (1%). Disaggregated data by Program shows Limited English Proficiency (81.37%), Bilingual (66.54%),
English as a Second Language (14.83%), Special Education (4.56%). Our campus is one hundred percent Title I, with 96.20% being considered at
Economic Disadvantage.
attendance trend the last three years

District
The Houston Independent School District currently serves 196,943 students in 276 schools at different educational levels. HISD offers a wide variety of
programs starting in Elementary school, including but not limited to specialized courses for career and technical education to Advance Placement courses in
most of the High Schools.

Parents and Community
The Mistral community is very diverse. Twenty-five different countries represent our school, and a similar number of languages are spoken. Mistral is
surrounded by homes, apartment complexes, mobile homes, and several small businesses. We share the community with mainly two HISD schools Sutton
Elementary and Breaburn Elementary. In addition to the Houston ISD schools, several charter schools, including Energized for Excellence Academy, Kipp
Academy, Baker Ripley Charter School, Etoile Academy, and Beechnut Academy, are in the neighboring area. Private schools, Robindell, The Mays
School, and Holy Ghost Catholic School, are also part of our community.

Demographics Strengths

Our diverse population has allowed our campus to maintain a culturally rich culture that extends into the classrooms. Serving diverse populations presents
some challenges due to language barriers. However, the same people also bring a great deal of enrichment and new learning opportunities to our campus.
Students learn to coexist among different cultures, sharing different ways of thinking while maintaining a very safe school environment.
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Problems of Practice Identifying Demographics Needs
Problem of Practice 1: Virtual students had low student engagement. Root Cause: Several students did not respond to the teacher's calls-especially parents with language
barriers.
Problem of Practice 2: Mistral students are scoring low in the language/literacy foundation, especially on syllabication, onset-rime, and alliteration Root Cause:
EL's start Pre-K with several language limitations. Many of our EL students are recent immigrants, and parents do not speak English at home. As a result, students have no
English language models, and parents have limitations in helping them with school-related work.
Problem of Practice 3: Bilingual students do better in reading/literacy than Regular/ESL students. Root Cause: EL students have language limitations since most of them do not
speak English as their first language, and they receive instruction in English.
Problem of Practice 4: Mistral has strong systems for instruction and SEL support. However, the results are not as good as expected. The two main programs that Mistral offers,
ESL and Bilingual Transitional, reflect different results. Root Cause: ESL students have more language limitations, not to mention that virtual instruction was not the best option
for students who have language barriers and are three and four years old.
Problem of Practice 5: ESL/Regular students are scoring lower than bilingual students. Root Cause: These classes are composed of native language speakers and ESL students.
ESL students do not have the necessary language skills to perform high on assessments. Pre-K students are exposed for the first time to the school setting and have a learning
curve.
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Student Learning
Student Learning Summary

Since we are an early childhood center, we do not serve STAAR testing grades. Therefore we do not receive the state rating, state requirements, or domain
indicators. According to the historical data, Mistral has shown similar math results in bilingual and regular/ESL programs. However, the results in literacy
differ in the last three years, being bilingual scores higher than Regular/ESL.
The attendance has been improving for the last three years. However, attendance was the indicator that was not met in the previous three years. For the
2020-2021 school year, the attendance was 95.8 against the target of 98.0.
The student's learning loss caused by the COVID-19 pandemic was reflected in attendance and academic results. The scores decreased significantly in both
literacy and math as measured by the CIRCLE assessment.

Student Learning Strengths

In general, Pre-K students show growth in both grades Pre-K 3 and Pre-K 4. Last year we noticed that students who attended in person did better than the
ones who attended virtually.
Students responded better to activities, assignments, and interventions when they attended in person than those who attended online.
Students responded and learned better to discipline strategies, procedures, and guidelines when attending in person since they felt better learning in a safe
environment.
Students learning in person had the opportunity to interact and participate in school-related activities and were exposed to limited programs.
ECSE students received individualized support from the teacher, Head Start teacher, and teaching assistant.
Students had access to technology, hands-on activities, and peer interaction/socialization needed to develop skill foundation.

Problems of Practice Identifying Student Learning Needs
Problem of Practice 1: Mistral students do better in math than in reading. Root Cause: Math is a universal language. Therefore, regardless of the language students speak at
home, math skills will transfer, and students will understand math better.
Problem of Practice 2: Virtual students had low student engagement. Root Cause: Several students did not respond to the teacher's calls-especially parents with language
barriers.
Problem of Practice 3: Bilingual students do better in reading/literacy than Regular/ESL students. Root Cause: EL students have language limitations since most of them do not
speak English as their first language, and they receive instruction in English.
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Problem of Practice 4: Mistral's scores are lower overall compared to previous years. Root Cause: Many students had to attend school virtually, and teachers, parents, or
students were unprepared for this learning modality.
Problem of Practice 5: Mistral's attendance rate is low. Root Cause: Parents of virtual students struggled with connecting to classes promptly, were sick, or were otherwise
affected by the pandemic.
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School Processes & Programs
School Processes & Programs Summary

Mistral CEC offers four different instructional programs. Mistral has an ESL program, Bilingual Transitional program, Regular Education, and Early
Childhood Special Education (ECSE). The district will update the Pre-K curriculum for the 2021-2022 school year to include a new Scope and Sequence
and a new Pre-K adoption with resources.
Mistral is one of the few campuses that retained and maintained 100% of the instructional staff. We do not have any vacancies, 100% of the teachers are
certified in the area they are teaching, and we do not have any first-year teachers. 100% of Mistral’s staff has previous experience, including the office and
other professional staff. The principal is the only new member of the leadership team who is new to the campus and position as a year one principal.
Mistral CEC has been serving the students with the programs we are currently offering. The campus has been successful with the Bilingual Transitional
program, but it is struggling to mirror the results with the ESL program. Mistral has room to grow in maintaining high scores in ESL. Mistral has systems in
place to address instruction, enrichment, and social-emotional support. Although systems are working, instructional rigor and delivery will focus on the
2021-2022 school year.
Mistral CEC follows the district curriculum planning guides available in the HUB. In addition, teachers use supplemental resources in reading, math, and
social-emotional. Conscious Discipline is a program the teachers use to balance Discipline and integrate the social-emotional component. In the academic
areas, we administer the CIRCLE assessment data three times per week in September, January, and May. After each administration, the teachers and
administrators will be analyzing data to determine the plan of action and the next steps. PLC meetings will be held bi-weekly and serve as the main round
table to discuss the instructional strategies to implement the following week and the learning process to implement daily.
The parents can participate and be engaged in different sessions organized by Title I, the Office of Parent Engagement. Mistral CEC usually offers various
options for parents to come to campus and participates in various learning activities. This upcoming year, we have schedule parent lessons through Brighter
Bites, Children's Museum, the STEM Classes program, and OWL Lab. The Wraparound specialist that we had helped us to connect parents with resources
to meet their basic needs such as food, clothing, and other needs they expressed they had. The school nurse provided lots of support, especially regarding
medical referrals and medical-related services such as mental health referrals.
School administrators oversee the daily operations of the campus. A leadership team meets weekly to discuss campus instructional needs, curriculum
implementation, and instructional best practices. In addition, the instructional team meets with other stakeholders such as the nurse and wraparound
specialists to address other campus concerns such as safety issues, organizational systems, parental support, student and families need, etc.
Historically, Mistral has had a low teacher rotation. The majority of the teachers stay on campus for years until they move to higher positions in other
campuses or the district. Other teachers leave the campus because of personal reasons. When we have vacancies, we start interviewing pool-approved
candidates and certified in the area they will be teaching.
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School Processes & Programs Strengths

The students who attended in person showed the most progress compared to the virtual students.
Workstations, small group instruction, and teacher individualized support helped the students engage and be active during lessons regardless of the learning
modality.
Teacher experience played a key factor when it comes to students' progress during the pandemic. Most of Mistral's teachers have more than five years of
experience, and more than 60 % have more than 10 years of experience.
During the pandemic, teachers utilized different tools and apps for communicating with parents.
Teachers and staff support had the opportunity to attend different training to implement and improve technology tools into the lesson.

Problems of Practice Identifying School Processes & Programs Needs
Problem of Practice 1: Mistral has strong systems for instruction and SEL support. However, the results are not as good as expected. The two main programs that Mistral offers,
ESL and Bilingual Transitional, reflect different results. Root Cause: ESL students have more language limitations, not to mention that virtual instruction was not the best option
for students who have language barriers and are three and four years old.
Problem of Practice 3: Mistral's attendance rate is low. Root Cause: Parents of virtual students struggled with connecting to classes promptly, were sick, or were otherwise
affected by the pandemic.
Problem of Practice 4: Mistral students do better in math than in reading. Root Cause: Math is a universal language. Therefore, regardless of the language students speak at
home, math skills will transfer, and students will understand math better.
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Perceptions
Perceptions Summary
Problem of Practice 1 (Prioritized): ESL students scoring lower in Circle assessments.
Root Cause: ESL classes have low foundational skills. We also have a many newcomers who are not proficient in their first language.
Problem of Practice 2 (Prioritized):Based on the data most of the students showed regressed.
Root Cause: Students did not respond well to virtual learning.
Problem of Practice 3 (Prioritized):Based on the data, Asian, African American, and White did not meet the state target. .
Root Cause: Majority of the students in these subgroups are newcomers needing language support. The African American group consists of refugee students with social emotional
needs that need to be addressed before instruction. The White subgroup consist of students that are immigrants to the U.S. and some of them are refugees from the Middle East
and need language supports, as well as social emotional support

Problems of Practice Identifying Perceptions Needs
Problem of Practice 2: ESL/Regular students are scoring lower than bilingual students. Root Cause: These classes are composed of native language speakers and ESL students.
ESL students do not have the necessary language skills to perform high on assessments. Pre-K students are exposed for the first time to the school setting and have a learning
curve.
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Priority Problems of Practice
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Comprehensive Needs Assessment Data Documentation
The following data were used to verify the comprehensive needs assessment analysis:
Improvement Planning Data
District goals
Campus goals
HB3 Reading and math goals for PreK-3
HB3 CCMR goals
Performance Objectives with summative review (prior year)
Campus/District improvement plans (current and prior years)
Covid-19 Factors and/or waivers for Assessment, Accountability, ESSA, Missed School Days, Educator Appraisals, etc.
Planning and decision making committee(s) meeting data
State and federal planning requirements
Covid-19 Factors and/or waivers
Accountability Data
Texas Academic Performance Report (TAPR) data
Student Achievement Domain
Effective Schools Framework data
Comprehensive, Targeted, and/or Additional Targeted Support Identification data
Local Accountability Systems (LAS) data
Community Based Accountability System (CBAS)
Student Data: Assessments
State and federally required assessment information
State and federally required assessment information (e.g. curriculum, eligibility, format, standards, accommodations, TEA information)
Texas English Language Proficiency Assessment System (TELPAS) and TELPAS Alternate results
Local diagnostic reading assessment data
Local benchmark or common assessments data
Observation Survey results
Prekindergarten Self-Assessment Tool
Texas approved PreK - 2nd grade assessment data
Texas approved Prekindergarten and Kindergarten assessment data
Other PreK - 2nd grade assessment data
Student Data: Student Groups
Race and ethnicity data, including number of students, academic achievement, discipline, attendance, and progress
Race and ethnicity data, including number of students, academic achievement, discipline, attendance, and rates of progress between groups
Special programs data, including number of students, academic achievement, discipline, attendance, and progress
Special programs data, including number of students, academic achievement, discipline, attendance, and rates of progress for each student group
Race and ethnicity data, including number of students, academic achievement, discipline, attendance, and rates of progress for each student group
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Economically Disadvantaged / Non-economically disadvantaged performance, progress, and participation data
Economically disadvantaged / Non-economically disadvantaged performance and participation data
Male / Female performance, progress, and participation data
Special education/non-special education population including discipline, progress and participation data
Migrant/non-migrant population including performance, progress, discipline, attendance and mobility data
At-risk/non-at-risk population including performance, progress, discipline, attendance, and mobility data
EL/non-EL or LEP data, including academic achievement, progress, support and accommodation needs, race, ethnicity, gender, etc.
Section 504 data
Homeless data
Gifted and talented data
Dyslexia Data
Response to Intervention (RtI) student achievement data
Student Data: Behavior and Other Indicators
Attendance data
Mobility rate, including longitudinal data
Discipline records
Class size averages by grade and subject
School safety data
Enrollment trends
Employee Data
Professional learning communities (PLC) data
Staff surveys and/or other feedback
Teacher/Student Ratio
State certified and high quality staff data
Campus leadership data
Professional development needs assessment data
Parent/Community Data
Parent surveys and/or other feedback
Parent engagement rate
Community surveys and/or other feedback
Support Systems and Other Data
Organizational structure data
Processes and procedures for teaching and learning, including program implementation
Communications data
Capacity and resources data
Budgets/entitlements and expenditures data
Study of best practices
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Board Goals
Board Goal 1: ELAR The percentage of 3rd grade students performing at students reading and writing at or above grade level in reading as measured by
the Meets Grade Level Standard on STAAR will increase 8 percentage points from 42% in spring 2019 to 50% in spring 2024.
Goal 1: The percent of ESL/Regular students scoring 90 percent proficient or above on the EOY Literacy Circle Assessment shall increase by 10 percent
points annually going from 57 % to 67% between the Spring of 2021 and Spring of 2022.
Strategic Priorities: Expanding Educational Opportunities, Ensuring Student Health, Safety and Well-Being
Measurable Objective 1 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 1: The students in Pre-K 4 will increase their proficiency level in the Literacy Circle
assessment by 5% per semester.
Evaluation Data Sources: - MOY and EOY Circle Assessments
- Monthly Teacher checkpoints
- Teacher's anecdotal data collected daily.
HB3 Board Goal

Formative
Nov

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Strategy 1: The students will increase their phonemic and phonological awareness.
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: - The teacher will expose students to multi-sensory activities where the students will learn and practice the letter sounds/names.
- The teachers will align the whole group lesson and workstations to allow the students to practice and master the content learned.
- The teacher will take advantage of the Head-Start co-teacher or Teacher assistant to adapt the delivery mode/ strategy for the students who need extra support.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Principal and Instructional Specialist.
Action Steps: - Ensure that teachers have the time/opportunity to collaborate with their team during PLC.
- Lessons are implemented with fidelity, and a data system is in place to track student's progress.
- All teachers have access to the tools and resources necessary to plan, differentiate, and meet student's needs.
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 2.5, 2.6 - TEA Priorities: Build a foundation of reading and math - Comprehensive Support Strategy - Targeted Support Strategy
Funding Sources: Instructional Materials and Supplies - 1991010004 - General Fund - State Comp Ed - 6300 - Supplies and Materials - $1,000
Measurable Objective 2 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 2: The percent of students scoring 90% or above in the phonemic awareness as measured by
the EOY circle assessment will increase from at least 8 % on reading by the end of the 2021-2022 school year.
Evaluation Data Sources: Circle Assessment

Formative
Nov

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Strategy 1: The teacher will use SAVVAS adoption materials and resources as well as supplementary resources to plan and deliver language-rich lessons.
The teacher will target small group instruction to students' needs to increase language development and phonemic awareness.
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Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: The students will increase their phonemic awareness and oral language development.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Principal and Instructional Specialist
Action Steps: The teacher will use the Circle Assessment results to determine the areas where the students need support. During workstations, the students will be grouped
by readiness and abilities. The small group intervention lesson will target the students' needs while students in workstations will be practicing the newly learned skills.
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 2.4, 2.6 - TEA Priorities: Build a foundation of reading and math - Targeted Support Strategy
Measurable Objective 3 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 3: The percent of students scoring on grade level, 90% or above, in letter naming and letter
recognition will increase at least 8% as measured by the EOY circle assessment between the spring of 2021 and Spring
of 2022.
Evaluation Data Sources: EOY Circle Assessment
No Progress

Accomplished

Continue/Modify

Formative
Nov

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Discontinue

Strategy 1: The teacher will provide daily interventions and letter name and letter sound practice during workstations.
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: By the end of he year at least 60% of the students are able to recognize 90% of the letter names and letter sounds.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Principal and Instructional Specialist.
Action Steps: The teacher will group the students based on the assessment data to provide daily interventions during small group interventions.
The students will have the opportunity to practice letter names and letter sounds during workstations.
The teacher will have daily and weekly checkpoints to determine the student's progress and next steps.
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 2.4, 2.6 - TEA Priorities: Build a foundation of reading and math - Targeted Support Strategy
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Board Goal 2: MATH The percentage of 3rd grade students performing at or above grade level in math as measured by the Meets Grade Level Standard
on STAAR will increase eight percentage points from 46% in spring 2019 to 54% in spring 2024.
Goal 1: The percent of ESL/Regular/Bilingual students scoring 90 percent proficient or above on the EOY Math Circle Assessment shall increase by 5
percent points annually going from 82 % to 87% in the ESL/Regular classes between the Spring of 2021 and Spring of 2022.
Strategic Priorities: Expanding Educational Opportunities, Ensuring Student Health, Safety and Well-Being
Measurable Objective 1 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 1: The percent of ESL/Regular students in Pre-K 4 performing at proficient level on the Math
Circle Assessment will increase at least 3 percent per semester.
Evaluation Data Sources: MOY and EOY Circle Assessment, Progress checkpoints, and Anecdotal Data.
HB3 Board Goal

Formative
Nov

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Strategy 1: Teachers will use PLC time to plan lessons and aligning the new curriculum and new resources. Lesson plans should reflect guided lessons,
independent lessons, and interventions based on students' needs.
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: The teacher will group students bases on data and will provide targeted interventions during intervention time. If the teacher has a
Head-Start co-teacher, each teacher will be responsible for a small group.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Principal and Instructional Specialist
Action Steps: - Teachers will meet with their lead teacher weekly to plan lessons and checkpoints.
- Lesson plans should be available to the principal and Instructional Specialist by Friday before the end of the day.
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 2.5, 2.6 - TEA Priorities: Build a foundation of reading and math - Targeted Support Strategy

Strategy 2: The campus will have a single system to keep, track, analyze, and compare data. Data templates will be created at the beginning of the year and
used for all three ESL, Regular, and Bilingual programs.
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: Having a single data system will be easy to keep track of the student's progress, and intervention strategies can be easily identified to
target interventions for at-risk students as well as to those students who need enrichment.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Principal and Instructional Specialist.
Action Steps: - During pre-service days, teachers will collaborate and agree on a data system that will help them collect, track, and analyze data. Data collected will be
used to drive planning, instruction, and interventions.
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 2.5, 2.6 - TEA Priorities: Build a foundation of reading and math - Targeted Support Strategy
Funding Sources: 2 Teacher Assistant - 1991010006 - General Fund - Bilingual - 6100 - Payroll - $44,000
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Measurable Objective 2 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 2: The percent of bilingual students in Pre-K 4 shall show growth monthly in math fluency and
numeration will increase at least 3 percent per semester as measured by progress check and teacher created assessment.
Evaluation Data Sources: Teacher created assessment, daily observations, and anecdotal records.
HB3 Board Goal

Formative
Nov

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Strategy 1: The teachers will consistently use the same or very similar resources to help students develop numeracy and math fluency as part of the math
whole group lesson.
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: - The students will have the opportunity to practice math fluency and numeracy daily.
- The students will develop numeracy and math fluency as they are assessed during checkpoints and Circle assessment.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Principal and Instructional Specialist
Action Steps: - Agree on one or two tools/strategies to be used school-wide to help students with numeracy and math fluency. - Lesson plans will reflect math strategies
daily - Appraisers will look for evidence during coaching observations, walkthroughs, and formal observations.
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 2.5, 2.6 - TEA Priorities: Build a foundation of reading and math - Comprehensive Support Strategy - Targeted Support Strategy
Funding Sources: Manipulatives - 2110000000 - Title 1 Basic Programs - 6300 - Supplies and Materials - $5,000
Measurable Objective 3 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 3: The percent of bilingual students scoring on or above grade level (90% correct) will increase
by 3 % in rote counting and counting set as measured by the EOY circle assessment between the Spring of 2021 and
Spring of 2022.
Evaluation Data Sources: Circle Assessment
No Progress

Accomplished

Continue/Modify

Formative
Nov

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Discontinue

Strategy 1: At lest 90% of the students will meet the numeracy goals in the EOY circle assessment.
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: At least 90% of the students will be able to count to 21 in rote count and perform 4 out of 5 correct in the counting sets
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: The principal and the Instructional Specialist.
Action Steps: The students will have the opportunity to practice rote count during whole group math instruction and calendar time.
Incorporate math tubs where the students develop their numeracy during independent practice.
Have the students practice counting sets during small group and interventions.
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 - TEA Priorities: Build a foundation of reading and math - Targeted Support Strategy
Funding Sources: Extra Duty Pay for Teacher - 4290000000 - State Special Revenue - 6400 - Other Operating Expenses - $3,000, Instructional materials and
Manipulatives. - 1991010006 - General Fund - Bilingual - 6300 - Supplies and Materials - $2,000
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Board Goal 3: SCHOOL PROGRESS The percentage of graduates that meet the criteria for CCMR as measured in Domain 1 of the state accountability
system will increase 8 percentage points from 63% for 2017-18 graduates to 71% for 2022-2023 graduates reported in 2024.
Goal 1: Mistral will ensure that the pre-K students have a solid reading foundation and will meet CCMR criteria as measured by TEA Domain 1.
Strategic Priorities: Expanding Educational Opportunities
Measurable Objective 1 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 1: The percent of students performing at reading grade level will increase by 5% as measured
by the EOY circle assessment between the Spring of 2021 and Spring of 2022.
Evaluation Data Sources: EOY Circle Assessment and TEA Ratings.

Formative
Nov

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Strategy 1: The students at Mistral will increase the percent of students recognizing letter names and letters sounds.
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: The students will be exposed to the HISD curriculum guidelines and follow the district scope and sequence.
The students will have a daily whole group instruction where letter names and letter sounds can be reviewed through visuals, songs, and videos.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: The principal and Instructional Specialist.
Action Steps: - Lessons plans will be reviewed weekly to ensure lessons are targeted to developing reading foundation skills.
-Lesson activities match lesson objectives.
- Students are exposed to different concrete objects to practice, identify, and recognize letter names and sounds.
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 2.4, 2.5, 2.6
Funding Sources: Reading Manipulatives and supplies - 1991010001 - General Fund - Regular Program - 6300 - Supplies and Materials - $3,000
Measurable Objective 2 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 2: The students will increase their math number sense and numeracy skills .
Evaluation Data Sources: Circle Assessment

Formative
Nov

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Strategy 1: Mistral students will increase their math foundation skills by helping students develop their number sense and numeracy.
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: The students will improve math number sense, number recognition, and number sense.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Principal, Instructional Specialist, and teachers.
Action Steps: Students will be able to practice rote count during calendar time, videos, and mini-lesson. Students will be exposed to different manipulatives that will help
students practice number recognition. In addition, students will practice numeracy and number sense during workstations.
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 - TEA Priorities: Build a foundation of reading and math - Targeted Support Strategy
Funding Sources: Instructional Materials - 1991010004 - General Fund - State Comp Ed - 6300 - Supplies and Materials - $1,000
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Measurable Objective 3 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 3: The students will increase their writing foundation skills by expanding print awareness skills.
Evaluation Data Sources: Circle Assessment & Anecdotal Data

No Progress

Accomplished

Continue/Modify

Formative
Nov

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Discontinue

Strategy 1: The students will increase their writing and print awareness skills.
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: Students will be able to count words in a sentence and write student's name.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Principal, Instructional Specialist, and teachers
Action Steps: Students will be exposed to writing during Morning Message and reading reflection.
Students will have different opportunities to write their names using various media.
Students will attempt to write/ pretend writing as part of the reading reflection, personal reading, and free writing.
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Board Goal 4: CLOSING THE GAPS The percentage of students receiving special education services reading at or above grade level as measured by the
Meets Grade Level Standard on the STAAR 3-8 Reading and STAAR EOC English I and II assessments will increase 8 percentage points from 21% in
spring 2019 to 29% in spring 2024.
Goal 1: CLOSING THE GAPS
Strategic Priorities: Expanding Educational Opportunities
Measurable Objective 1 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 1: The ECSE student will meet 90% of above of their IEP annual goals.
Evaluation Data Sources: - IEP data tracking in EZ IEP
- Teacher anecdotal records
- Teacher weekly checkpoints
HB3 Board Goal

Formative
Nov

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Strategy 1: The ECSE homeroom teacher will create targeted lesson plans to meet the IEP goals of each one of her students.
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: - The teacher with the teaching assistant and Head-Start co-teacher will adapt and deliver lessons and support students to meet the
annual IEP goals.
- The teacher will provide extra support or variation of work to meet the needs of the students and consider the student's disabilities.
- The teacher will provide variation of work to meet students' goals and align to the student's disability.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Principal, Instructional Specialist, and program Specialist.
Action Steps: - Review weekly lesson plans
- Review data collections and student's progress at least once a month.
- Review how support staff is contributing to the student's progress towards meeting the annual goals.
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 2.5, 2.6 - TEA Priorities: Build a foundation of reading and math - Comprehensive Support Strategy - Targeted Support Strategy
Funding Sources: Instructional Materials and supplies - 1991010007 - General Fund - Special Education - 6300 - Supplies and Materials - $1,000
Measurable Objective 2 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 2: ECSE teacher will collaborate with the general education teacher to ensure all curriculum
components are addressed and considered.
Evaluation Data Sources: IEP student goals

Formative
Nov

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Strategy 1: ECSE teacher and general education teacher will collaborate and plan together.
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: 100% of the students will meet their IEP goals.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: ECSE teacher and principal
Action Steps: ECSE teacher will attend PLC with the General Ed teacher's group.
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ECSE teacher will focus on the same objectives as the rest of the teachers but will adapt them to the student's need.
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 - TEA Priorities: Build a foundation of reading and math - Targeted Support Strategy
Measurable Objective 3 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 3: ECSE teacher will incorporate Unique and HISD grade-level curriculum to enhance students
learning, rigor, and student's independent work habits.
Evaluation Data Sources: IEP Goals
No Progress

Accomplished

Formative
Nov

Continue/Modify

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Discontinue

Strategy 1: ECSE teacher will be trained and coached on how to properly integrate the HISD curriculum with Unique curriculum.
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: Meeting IEP goals at the end of the year.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Teacher, Instructional Specialist and principal.
Action Steps: ECSE teacher will be trained in Unique curriculum implementation and integration with HISD curriculum.
Ensure that the ECSE teacher has a system in place to track data/student's progress
Ensure that ECSE teacher is holding Review ARD's when the students are not making progress.
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 - TEA Priorities: Build a foundation of reading and math - Targeted Support Strategy
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Board Goal 5: N/A - Additional Campus Goals
Goal 1: ATTENDANCE -Mistral will increase the daily attendance by 1.0% per semester.
Strategic Priorities: Ensuring Student Health, Safety and Well-Being
Measurable Objective 1 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 1: Mistral will increase the attendance from 95.9% to 97.5% by the end of the 2021-2022
school year.
Evaluation Data Sources: Daily Attendance Report.
HB3 Board Goal
No Progress

Accomplished

Continue/Modify

Formative
Nov

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Discontinue

Strategy 1: Mistral will identify, monitor, and follow up on students who show pattern absences or repeated excused and unexcused absences.
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: - Identify the students with high absence patterns to identify the root cause of the student's absenteeism.
- Determine reasons for student's absences
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Principal, SIR, Instructional Specialist, Wraparound Specialist.
Action Steps: - Set an attendance committee and schedule at least two monthly meetings to monitor attendance rate and create an action plan.
- Wraparound Specialist and the principal will contact parents of the students who have a high number of absences every month.
- Schedule home visits for students who continue having attendance problems after parents have been contacted.
- The principal will monitor the attendance committee action to ensure the plan is working.
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 2.5 - TEA Priorities: Build a foundation of reading and math - Comprehensive Support Strategy - Targeted Support Strategy
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Board Goal 5: N/A - Additional Campus Goals
Goal 2: VIOLENCE PREVENTION
Mistral will aim to provide a safe environment for 100% of all the students and staff as measure by school climate surveys. In addition, at least 95% of the
faculty, staff, and parents will report that the school is a safe place.
Strategic Priorities: Ensuring Student Health, Safety and Well-Being
Measurable Objective 1 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 1: Conscious Discipline Strategies implemented in every classroom and provide a 100% safe
environment for all staff
Provide Parent meetings to learn about Conscious Discipline Strategies.
Evaluation Data Sources: HISD staff and parent survey
Teacher Logs
No Progress

Accomplished

Formative
Nov

Continue/Modify

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Discontinue

Strategy 1: Conscious Discipline Strategies
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: Provide a safe environment for students and staff.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Principal, Instructional specialist, Wraparound specialist, classroom teachers and staff.
Action Steps: Present workshops and trainings to parents to reinforce positive behaviors, social skills, and positive praise to their children so that children can apply those
skills when interacting with their teachers and peers.
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 2.6, 3.1, 3.2
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Board Goal 5: N/A - Additional Campus Goals
Goal 3: SPECIAL EDUCATION
Strategic Priorities: Transforming Academic Outreach
Measurable Objective 1 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 1: The ECSE students will meet 90% of above of their IEP annual goals.
Evaluation Data Sources: - IEP data tracking in EZ IEP
- Teacher anecdotal records
- Teacher weekly checkpoints
HB3 Board Goal
No Progress

Accomplished

Formative
Nov

Continue/Modify

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Discontinue

Strategy 1: Special Education teacher will work in collaboration with Head Start Teacher and Teacher Assistant, to ensure that all components of the IEP
are being implemented with fidelity.
The Special Education teacher will work in collaboration with another specialist such as Speech Therapists, Occupational therapists, LSSP, and
diagnosticians to support students progress.
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: Students will meet their annual goals as established in their IEP
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Special Education Teacher and Admin Team
Action Steps: Professional Development offer to teacher and staff in the special education department.
Consultation and support provided by Instructional Specialist and other HISD staff from the Special Education Department.
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 2.6 - TEA Priorities: Build a foundation of reading and math
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Board Goal 5: N/A - Additional Campus Goals
Goal 4: SPECIAL POPULATIONS: EL, Economically Disadvantaged, Dyslexia, At-Risk, Gifted and Talented, etc.
Strategic Priorities: Expanding Educational Opportunities, Transforming Academic Outreach
Measurable Objective 1 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 1: The percentage of homeless and English language Learners will increase by 10% in the
Circle Assessment performance.
Evaluation Data Sources: - By the third week of school (September 10th), identify the students who are
homeless, immigrants, migrants, 504, dyslexia, refugees, Asylees.

Formative
Nov

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Strategy 1: By September 10th, 2021, SIR will run a report to identify the special population students who may be at-risk.
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: - Monitor closely the progress of those students to determine if they need additional support intervention time.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: SIR
Wraparound
Nurse
Teachers
Principal
Instructional Specialist.
Action Steps: - Meet with the teacher to determine if those students need additional pull-out support with the teacher assistants or Head-Start co-teacher.
- Ask the Wraparound specialist to monitor if the families need additional support/resources that we can provide.
- Ask the nurse to closely monitor those students to ensure they have access to health services if needed.
- Make those students a priority when analyzing data. Make sure they do not feel behind and eventually become at-risk.
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 2.5 - TEA Priorities: Build a foundation of reading and math - Comprehensive Support Strategy - Targeted Support Strategy
Measurable Objective 2 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 2: There will be a 5% increase in economically disadvantaged students every grading cycle.
Evaluation Data Sources: Circle Assessment and Progress monitoring

No Progress

Accomplished

Formative
Nov

Continue/Modify

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Discontinue

Strategy 1: Teachers will implement different instructional strategies across all content areas.
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: Increase scores in students with limited vocabulary or emotional challenges.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: SI Coach, Instructional Specialist, LPAC Administrator, SIR
Action Steps: - Teachers and teaching assistants will integrate and align language and content objectives in every lesson.
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- Content and language objectives will be posted and communicated to the students at the beginning of every lesson.
- Shelter Instruction coach will assist and support teachers with SI strategies as needed.
- Teachers will receive support based on student's progress and needs.
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 2.6
Funding Sources: Materials and resources - 2110000000 - Title 1 Basic Programs - 6300 - Supplies and Materials - $2,000
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Board Goal 5: N/A - Additional Campus Goals
Goal 5: PARENT and COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Strategic Priorities: Expanding Educational Opportunities
Measurable Objective 1 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 1: Mistral will aim to involve 100% of the parents and increase 10% of parents' participation in
school-wide activities such as family nights, OWL Lab, and Parental Literacy as measured by the Family and
Community Engagement (FACE) Interim and weekly reports.
Evaluation Data Sources: Implement a system to communicate and reach 100% of the parents to keep them
informed of the different events, activities, programs, meetings, etc.
No Progress

Accomplished

Formative
Nov

Continue/Modify

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Discontinue

Strategy 1: Take advantage of social media, third-party apps, HISD call-out communication system, and regular school bulletins to keep parents informed
of the events, meetings, programs, and other activities happening on campus.
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: - Increase parents' participation in different events and volunteering opportunities.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Teachers,
Instructional Specialist,
Principal,
Supportive staff,
Wraparound Specialist.
Action Steps: - Encourage teachers to use third-party apps to inform parents of the events coming up.
-Post events on the website, campus social media platforms, school marquee, school calendar, parents information bulletin.
- Remind parents during drop-off and dismissal times of meetings and events.
- Keep track of surveys, signing sheets, and other participation documents.
- Record parents participation in Power School
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 3.1 - TEA Priorities: Build a foundation of reading and math - Comprehensive Support Strategy - Targeted Support Strategy
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Board Goal 5: N/A - Additional Campus Goals
Goal 6: MANDATED HEALTH SERVICES
The campus will meet 100% of Mandated Health Services by the required dates for Immunization Monitoring, Vision Screening (Grades PK, K, 1, 3, 5 &
7), Hearing Screening (Grades PK, K, 1, 3, 5, & 7), Type 2 Diabetes (Grades 1, 3, 5, & 7), Spinal Screening (Grades 6 & 9), Medication Administration and
AED Maintenance Checks.
Strategic Priorities: Ensuring Student Health, Safety and Well-Being
Measurable Objective 1 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 1: IMMUNIZATION MONITORING, data entry and state reporting requirements will be
completed by a certified school nurse on or before October 22, 2021.
Evaluation Data Sources: Immunization data entry and state reporting for all students completed by
SCHOOL NURSE:
Estimated number of students to be screened:
Note: If the school does not have a certified school nurse or screener, steps for completing this requirement
will be detailed in the strategy below.

Formative
Nov

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Strategy 1: Run a report in HISD Connect to identify the students whose current immunization records are not up-to-date and refer them to service
providers that can help parents with immunizations.
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: 100% of the student's immunizations are current.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: School Nurse
Action Steps: -Identify the students who are missing immunizations.
- Contact parents and refer them to service providers in the area to take the students and get the immunizations they need.
- School nurse will update records on HISD COnnect once the students/parents bring the updated records.
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 3.1 - Additional Targeted Support Strategy
Measurable Objective 2 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 2: VISION SCREENING at Grades PK, K, 1, 3, 5, & 7 will be completed by a certified school
nurse or screener on or before December 10, 2021.
Evaluation Data Sources: Vision screening records for all applicable students completed by SCHOOL
NURSE:
Estimated number of students to be screened:
Note: If the school does not have a certified school nurse or screener, steps for completing this requirement
will be detailed in the strategy below.

Formative
Nov

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Strategy 1: Mistral's nurse will screen 100% of the students by the end of the first semester (December 17, 2021).
Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: 100% of the students are screened as soon as possible. Vision screening will help teachers to dismiss medical conditions interfering
with student's learning.
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Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Nurse
Action Steps: - Nurse will conduct individual vision screening for every student on campus.
- If a student fails the screening, parents will be notified and referred to a service provider who can help the student based on their insurance.
- Nurse will update students records on the system.
Title I Schoolwide Elements: 3.1
Measurable Objective 3 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 3: HEARING SCREENING at Grades PK, K, 1, 3, 5, & 7 will be completed by a certified
school nurse or screener on or before December 10, 2021.
Evaluation Data Sources: Data entry, referral forms, and state report completed/submitted by SCHOOL
NURSE:
Estimated number of students to be screened:
Note: If the school does not have a certified school nurse or screener, steps for completing this requirement
will be detailed in the strategy below.

Formative
Nov

Jan

Measurable Objective 4 Details

Mar

June

Reviews

Measurable Objective 4: TYPE 2 DIABETES SCREENING at Grades 1, 3, 5, & 7 will be completed by a certified
school nurse or screener on or before December 10, 2021.
Evaluation Data Sources: Screening, data entry, referral forms and state report completed/submitted by
SCHOOL NURSE:
Estimated number of students to be screened:
Note: If the school does not have a certified school nurse or screener, steps for completing this requirement
will be detailed in the strategy below.

Formative
Nov

Jan

Measurable Objective 5 Details

Summative
Mar

June

Reviews

Measurable Objective 5: SPINAL SCREENING at Grades 6 & 9 will be completed by a certified school nurse or
screener on or before February 2, 2022.
Evaluation Data Sources: Screening, data entry, referral forms and state report completed/submitted by
NAME & POSITION:
Estimated number of students to be screened:
Note: If the school does not have a certified school nurse or screener, steps for completing this requirement
will be detailed in the strategy below.

Formative
Nov

Jan

Measurable Objective 6 Details

Summative
Mar

June

Reviews

Measurable Objective 6: MEDICATION ADMINISTRATION, including, but not limited to emergency care of
students with diabetes, seizures, and life threatening anaphylaxis will be completed by a certified school nurse for the
school year 2021-2022.
Evaluation Data Sources: PERSON RESPONSIBLE: School Nurse/Health Wellness Team
Note: If the school does not have a certified school nurse or screener, rationale for not providing this service
and steps for completing this ongoing student support need will be detailed in the strategy below.
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Jan

Summative
Mar

June
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Measurable Objective 7 Details

Reviews

Measurable Objective 7: AED (Automated External Defibrillator) MONTHLY MAINTENANCE CHECKS will be
conducted for all AEDs and an annual report submitted to Health and Medical Services.
Evaluation Data Sources: PERSON RESPONSIBLE who is certified in CPR/AED:
Number of AEDs on campus:
No Progress
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Formative
Nov

Jan

Summative
Mar

June

Discontinue
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Board Goal 5: N/A - Additional Campus Goals
Goal 7: COORDINATED HEALTH PROGRAM (ES, MS and K-8 Campuses)
The campus will provide a Coordinated School Health Program designed to prevent obesity, cardiovascular disease, and Type 2 diabetes by coordinating
health education, physical education, physical activity, nutrition services and parental involvement.
Strategic Priorities: Ensuring Student Health, Safety and Well-Being
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Board Goal 5: N/A - Additional Campus Goals
Goal 8: OTHER UNMET (If applicable)
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Comprehensive Support Measurable Objectives
Board Goal

Goal

Measurable
Objective

Strategy

1

1

1

1

The students will increase their phonemic and phonological awareness.

2

1

2

1

The teachers will consistently use the same or very similar resources to help students develop numeracy
and math fluency as part of the math whole group lesson.

4

1

1

1

The ECSE homeroom teacher will create targeted lesson plans to meet the IEP goals of each one of her
students.

5

1

1

1

Mistral will identify, monitor, and follow up on students who show pattern absences or repeated excused
and unexcused absences.

5

4

1

1

By September 10th, 2021, SIR will run a report to identify the special population students who may be atrisk.

5

5

1

1

Take advantage of social media, third-party apps, HISD call-out communication system, and regular
school bulletins to keep parents informed of the events, meetings, programs, and other activities
happening on campus.
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Targeted Support Measurable Objectives
Board Goal

Goal

Measurable
Objective

Strategy

1

1

1

1

The students will increase their phonemic and phonological awareness.

1

1

2

1

The teacher will use SAVVAS adoption materials and resources as well as supplementary resources to
plan and deliver language-rich lessons. The teacher will target small group instruction to students' needs
to increase language development and phonemic awareness.

1

1

3

1

The teacher will provide daily interventions and letter name and letter sound practice during
workstations.

2

1

1

1

Teachers will use PLC time to plan lessons and aligning the new curriculum and new resources. Lesson
plans should reflect guided lessons, independent lessons, and interventions based on students' needs.

2

1

1

2

The campus will have a single system to keep, track, analyze, and compare data. Data templates will be
created at the beginning of the year and used for all three ESL, Regular, and Bilingual programs.

2

1

2

1

The teachers will consistently use the same or very similar resources to help students develop numeracy
and math fluency as part of the math whole group lesson.

2

1

3

1

At lest 90% of the students will meet the numeracy goals in the EOY circle assessment.

3

1

2

1

Mistral students will increase their math foundation skills by helping students develop their number sense
and numeracy.

4

1

1

1

The ECSE homeroom teacher will create targeted lesson plans to meet the IEP goals of each one of her
students.

4

1

2

1

ECSE teacher and general education teacher will collaborate and plan together.

4

1

3

1

ECSE teacher will be trained and coached on how to properly integrate the HISD curriculum with Unique
curriculum.

5

1

1

1

Mistral will identify, monitor, and follow up on students who show pattern absences or repeated excused
and unexcused absences.

5

4

1

1

By September 10th, 2021, SIR will run a report to identify the special population students who may be atrisk.

5

5

1

1

Take advantage of social media, third-party apps, HISD call-out communication system, and regular
school bulletins to keep parents informed of the events, meetings, programs, and other activities
happening on campus.
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Additional Targeted Support Measurable Objectives
Board Goal

Goal

Measurable
Objective

Strategy

Description

5

6

1

1

Run a report in HISD Connect to identify the students whose current immunization records are not up-todate and refer them to service providers that can help parents with immunizations.
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State Compensatory
Budget for 354 Mistral Elementary School
Total SCE Funds: $89,954.03
Total FTEs Funded by SCE: 1
Brief Description of SCE Services and/or Programs
Mistral has a teacher specialist who help and support teachers and students who at risk. In addition, we buy supplemental materials and resources for at-risk students.

Personnel for 354 Mistral Elementary School
Name
Valdivia, Omar
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Title I Schoolwide Elements
ELEMENT 1. SWP COMPREHENSIVE NEEDS ASSESSMENT (CNA)
1.1: Comprehensive Needs Assessment
All schools develop comprehensive needs assessments as part of the planning and decision-making process. Title I schools have additional responsibilities
to ensure that the plans and decisions regarding the use of federal dollars align with program requirements and the needs of students. Elisa Reyes, the school
principal, along with the leadership team, developed the comprehensive needs assessment (CNA) at this campus was developed.
Mistral CEC targets education to EL's in both programs ESL and Bilingual Transitional. To meet their needs, we:
1. Address the social-Emotional needs of the students by implementing Conscious Discipline as a school-wide program. In conjunction with Wraparound
services, this program will ensure that the students develop their social/emotional skills to get ready to incorporate the academic skills.
2. Every teacher will plan and execute age-appropriate lessons emphasizing all four core content areas, reading/language arts, math, science, and social
studies, using effective strategies to develop a solid foundation for their elementary grades.
3. Mistral will incorporate three enrichment classes where the students will have the opportunity to extend the knowledge and skills they are learning in the
homeroom class. The three areas will be Oral and Written Language skills, Physical Education, and Literacy/Science connection.
4. After the second grading period, we will identify the students with academic challenges and provide additional support through pull-out groups.
5. By the end of the first semester, identify the students who are meeting expectations and provide more rigorous instruction through Pre-Guided reading
strategies or any other strategies that the new curriculum provides us with for the current school year.

ELEMENT 2. SWP CAMPUS IMPROVEMENT PLAN (CIP)
2.1: Campus Improvement Plan developed with appropriate stakeholders
The CIP is developed with the involvement of parents and other members of the community to be served and individuals who will carry out the plan,
including teachers, principals, other school leaders, paraprofessionals present in the school, and other stakeholders. Stakeholders were involved with the
development of this plan in the following ways:
1. Administrative team develops the plan, meets with stakeholders to receive immediate feedback, and adjust goals and strategies based on the feedback.
2. SDMC meets to review the plan.
3. The plan is presented to the parent and the community.
4. Constructive feedback from stakeholders is key to revise, improve, and enhance the CIP.

2.2: Regular monitoring and revision
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Regular monitoring of the strategies funded through Title I occurs in addition to the formative reviews required by this improvement plan. At our campus,
regular monitoring of the implementation of strategies and students' progress includes:
1. Review Circle data after each administration wave. Group the students according to their needs and establish a plan to address the needs of each one

of the class groups. Determine which students will need enrichment, support to meet gaps, and intense support because they are falling behind most of
the students in the group.
2. Re-direct support staff, including teaching assistants, Head Start, educational resources, technology tools, etc., to address the needs of students,
particularly the ones behind before their gap increases and they become at-risk.
3. After each Circle assessment wave, identify the students at Tier III and review other sources of data such as anecdotal data to determine what other
services can be provided by bringing Head-start, wraparound specialist, nurse, etc.

2.3: Available to parents and community in an understandable format and language
The CIP is available to parents in the following locations:
School website
A hard copy can be obtained in the front office if parents do not have access to technology.
The CIP will be available to parents by:
Hybrid meeting (In-Person and Virtual) Meeting
School connect call out
Test Message
Third-party applications that teachers use to communicate with parents.
We provide the CIP to parents in the following languages:
English
Spanish

2.4: Opportunities for all children to meet State standards
Opportunities for all students to meet the TEKS include these schoolwide reform strategies:
1. Teachers will have the opportunity to meet weekly during PLC to identify the curriculum TEKS to implement the following week along with
2.
3.
4.
5.

strategies, formal and informal assessments, CFU, etc., needed to maintain students' progress and meet their needs.
During PLC, the teachers will discuss the students' progress and share/brainstorm different strategies to re-teach the lesson objective that the students
did not master the previous week.
Reach out to the appraiser and leadership team for resources to support the students who are not meeting the TEKS.
Reach out to the appraiser or principal if further services are needed to support the student. This includes meeting with the parents, IAT referral, etc.
Survey teachers to determine if PD is needed for any parts of the new curriculum.
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2.5: Increased learning time and well-rounded education
Ways that we increase learning time and well-rounded education for our students include:
1. Every classroom will have at least 30 minutes to provide small group or one-to-one intervention time daily.
2. Every teacher will have differentiated workstations where the students will have the opportunity to practice and review the content and skills learned

daily.

3. Teachers will receive support from either a Head-Start teacher or teaching assistant if students in Tier III need additional support.
4. Ancillary teachers will align their lessons to enrich and support the TEKS and skills learned daily in the classroom.

2.6: Address needs of all students, particularly at-risk
An important campus focus is on school-wide reform strategies that provide opportunities for all students, particularly those at risk of not meeting the
challenging State academic standards at advanced and proficient levels of student achievement. The strategies provided are based on evidence-based
research to increase achievement for each student group on state tests and other assessments. Examples include the following
Building teacher capacity in their content areas and instructional areas:
Conduct frequent coaching walkthroughs to ensure curriculum and instruction are happening, aligned, assessed, and collected data.
Conduct monthly Instructional rounds internally and with visiting campus to ensure we provide teachers with appropriate feedback and guidance.
Share findings with teachers after each instructional round. Develop an action plan with specific steps, look fors, and areas for the teachers to target
for the upcoming visits.
Proficient Tier 1 explicit instruction taking place in all content areas:
Use different sources of data to determine the students' needs. Drive planning and instruction based on the data collected every week and address the
different groups' needs in your classroom.
Instructional and workstations should be aligned to meet the diverse groups in the classroom, including at grade level, above grade level, and below
grade level.
Materials and enrichment activities should also be differentiated to meet each group's needs.
Determine what other resources are needed to help and support each group in your class.
Bi-weekly AT BATs:
Students in Pre-K will need AT BAT's every day. During planning, the teachers must ensure that students have different ways to review and practice
the content/skill.
Ensure that students follow a difficulty increase progression of the content or skill. The skill must always be presented following the concrete-abstract
release model.
Each student will have the opportunity to participate in small group intervention.
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For students at-risk, it will be mandatory to participate in a small group during the content area block that they are having difficulty. In addition, those
students will also be receiving additional support from the Head-start teacher or a campus teaching assistant.
Group Instruction based on student data needs:
Teachers will be responsible for keeping, analyze, and use data to drive planning, instruction, and student's additional support.
Data will be kept in a "Data Binder" that each teacher already has. Data will include the Circle assessment data mandated by the district three times
per year. In addition, the teacher will have a progress check between each testing wave.
Daily observations will be part of the students' anecdotal data, which also be kept in the data binder.
The purpose of data collection will be used to support planning, group students for interventions and enrichment, as well as to keep the parents
informed of the progress, challenges, and student's needs.

ELEMENT 3. PARENT AND FAMILY ENGAGEMENT (PFE)
3.1: Develop and distribute Parent and Family Engagement Policy
The following individuals, including roles (parents, teachers, admin, etc.) assisted with the development of the Parent and Family Engagement Policy:
Parent Title I Coordinator
Teacher Representative
Principal
Community Members
Wraparound Specialist
The PFE was distributed
On the campus website
Monthly meeting
Available in the front office upon request.
The languages in which the PFE was distributed include
English
Spanish
Four strategies to increase Parent and Family Engagement include:
Parent's Literacy Night
Parent's Day in OWL Lab
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Parents Participation in Buster Bees Club and Brighter Bites Program
Coffee with the Principal
School programs: Meet the Teacher, Open House, State of the School, Book Character Parade, Spring and Fall Carnival, etc.

3.2: Offer flexible number of parent involvement meetings
The campus provided four Title I Parent Meetings and each meeting had an alternate time/date to accommodate parents' schedules. The meeting dates are
listed below:
Meeting #1 - August 19, 2021 (Meet the Teacher)
Meeting #1 Alternate -August 19, 2021 (Meet the Teacher)
Meeting #2 - September 21, 2021 - Open House
Meeting #2 Alternate - September 24, 2021 - State of the School
Meeting #3 - October 29, 2021- Coffee with the Principal & Book Character Parade
Meeting #3 Alternate - November 5th, 2021 Coffee with the Principal
Meeting #4 - November 18, 2021- Meet with the principal
Meeting #4 Alternate November 19, 2021- Meet with the principal
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Title I Personnel
Name

Position

Program

FTE

Angelica Arias

Teacher Assistant

Title I

1.00

Margarita Buil

Teacher Assistant

Title I

1.00
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Site-Based Decision Making Committee
Committee Role

Name

Position

Administrator

Elisa Reyes

Principal

Parent

Salathiel Olguin

Parent

Parent

Dayami Frias

Parent

Community Representative

Khaty Cuevas

Community member

Business Representative

Armandina Rosales

Business Representative

Classroom Teacher

Jennifer Maldonado

ESL Teacher

Classroom Teacher

Jose Aguilar

BIL Teacher

Non-classroom Professional

Daymi Gomez

Administrative Assistant

Classroom Teacher

Jessica Greggory

SPED Teacher
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Campus Funding Summary
1991010001 - General Fund - Regular Program
Board
Goal

Goal

Measurable
Objective

Strategy

3

1

1

1

Resources Needed
Reading Manipulatives and supplies

Account Code
6300 - Supplies and
Materials

Amount
$3,000.00

Sub-Total $3,000.00
1991010004 - General Fund - State Comp Ed
Board
Goal

Goal

Measurable
Objective

Strategy

1

1

1

1

Instructional Materials and Supplies

6300 - Supplies and
Materials

$1,000.00

3

1

2

1

Instructional Materials

6300 - Supplies and
Materials

$1,000.00

Resources Needed

Account Code

Amount

Sub-Total $2,000.00
1991010006 - General Fund - Bilingual
Board
Goal

Goal

Measurable
Objective

Strategy

2

1

1

2

2 Teacher Assistant

6100 - Payroll

$44,000.00

2

1

3

1

Instructional materials and Manipulatives.

6300 - Supplies and
Materials

$2,000.00

Resources Needed

Account Code

Amount

Sub-Total $46,000.00
1991010007 - General Fund - Special Education
Board
Goal

Goal

Measurable
Objective

Strategy

4

1

1

1

Resources Needed
Instructional Materials and supplies

Account Code
6300 - Supplies and
Materials

Amount
$1,000.00

Sub-Total $1,000.00
2110000000 - Title 1 Basic Programs
Board
Goal

Goal

Measurable
Objective

Strategy

2

1

2

1
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2110000000 - Title 1 Basic Programs
Board
Goal

Goal

Measurable
Objective

Strategy

5

4

2

1

Resources Needed

Account Code
6300 - Supplies and
Materials

Materials and resources

Amount
$2,000.00

Sub-Total $7,000.00
4290000000 - State Special Revenue
Board
Goal

Goal

Measurable
Objective

Strategy

2

1

3

1

Resources Needed

Account Code
6400 - Other Operating
Expenses

Extra Duty Pay for Teacher

Amount
$3,000.00

Sub-Total $3,000.00
Grand Total $62,000.00
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Addendums
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